
Music & Mayhem (in Yungaburra & Port Douglas) 
with 
Mikelangelo, Troubadour & Raconteur 
and  
Karen J White, the Queen of Quirk 
 
These two are ready to feed your senses with a feast of music in FNQ 
at the famous institutions of Nick’s Restaurant Yungaburra and The 
Clink Theatre Port Douglas – 22nd and 23rd July 2016. 
 
Mikelangelo, of Mikelangelo and the Black Sea Gentlemen, is visiting 
Cairns to record his fabulous voice in the duet Fairytale of New York, 
the signature track on Karen J White’s new album supporting her new 
show “In These Shoes”, Karen’s personal tribute to the late great 
Kirsty MacColl.  The album is being recorded locally at the infamous 
Nigel Pegrum’s Pegasus Studios. 
 
As Karen managed to entice, probably steal, Mikelangelo away from 
his hectic schedule down south (mostly NSW and VIC) the two decided 
to take advantage of his FNQ trip and put on a couple of shows. 
 
Two venues of repute jumped at the chance of showcasing 
Mikelangelo and Karen J White.  They are calling the show “Music & 
Mayhem” and it will feature both Mikelangelo and Karen as solo artists 
as well as together.  In addition to their own compositions there will be 
a fascinating musical mix: Leonard Cohen could rub shoulders with 
Tom Lehrer, Kirsty MacColl might lead into Nick Cave, Tom Waits could 
relate to Loudon Wainwright III, all in a crazy mix of comedy, romance 
and tragedy. 
 

Tickets are available:- 
For Nick’s – tel: 07 4095 3330 – dinner and show, and bookings are 
essential - $95 inclusive. 
For The Clink – online: clinktheatre.com.au – show only, and bookings 
are advised - $35 DTAG members, $40 others, cash bar. 
 
Show, more information:- 
Online: karenjwhite.com.au > EVENTS SHOWS GIGS > Music & 
Mayhem poster 
Online: mikelangelo.net.au > GIG GUIDE & TIX 
 
Media, more information:- 
John White – tel: 0408 151 355 – john@axio.com.au 
 
A little about Mikelangelo 
“Mikelangelo is an award winning singer, musician, writer, composer and visual artist. Born in Canberra to 
a Croatian father and an English mother, he dedicated himself to full time art making from a young age and 
has made his living from writing and performing his original songs for over 25 years, releasing 12 
independent albums and touring from Melbourne to Montreal, Narbethong to New York, Darwin to Dublin 
and beyond to share his music with audiences in theatres, festivals, pubs, opera houses, country halls, 
cinemas, verandahs, galleries, arts centres and arenas.  
 



Mikelangelo’s diverse projects are highly acclaimed and strongly collaborative, spanning atmospheric rock 
and full-blooded folk, through to intimate and large-scale works for theatre.  He co-founded Euro-Roots 
collective Mikelangelo and the Black Sea Gentlemen in 2000, and the group have gone on to release four 
critically acclaimed independent albums, including their latest opus After The Flood in 2016, inspired by 
stories of European migrant workers on the Snowy Mountains.  They have toured widely with sell out 
shows from the Sydney Opera House, to Sziget Festival in Budapest, to 5 star reviews at the Edinburgh 
Festival.  
 
As a solo artist, Mikelangelo has toured widely nationally and internationally, winning the prestigious 
Olivier Award in London in 2009 as part of the cast of the hit show La Clique and launching his critically 
lauded album City Of Dreams at the Melbourne Festival in 2014.  In the same year he was also nominated 
for Best Male Artist at The Age Music Victoria awards alongside luminaries Paul Kelly, Archie Roach and 
Goyte, and in 2015 he was a Helpmann award nominee (with Pip Branson) for Best Original Score for the 
Kate Mulvany play Masquerade. Mikelangelo has appeared on popular national TV shows RocKwiz, The 
Project, Australia Wide and more.  He has also appeared on Philip Adams Late Night Live, Conversations 
with Richard Fidler, scored Album of the Week on RN and is often heard on capital city and regional ABC 
stations and community radio networks.   
 
2015 saw Mikelangelo undertake an extensive Australian tour of his solo show CAVE-WAITS-COHEN; tour 
as performer and co-musical director of the Griffin/STSA production Masquerade and to work with Big 
hART on two productions - Blue Angel at the Tasmanian International Arts Festival and Ghosts In The 
Scheme at the Canberra Theatre Centre. Mikelangelo has received funding from Playing Australia, Arts 
Victoria, Arts ACT, Arts Tasmania, and the Australia Council for the Arts. He is currently working on his new 
solo album, Healing Radio.” 
 
mikelangelo.net.au 
 
A little about Karen J White 
Born in the UK she migrated to far north Queensland Australia in 1997 and following a substantial own 
international business career Karen is a late comer to the music scene. 
 
Although busy with business, music has never been very far away albeit kept in the closet until recently.  
Since exposing herself she’s built a reputation locally on her penchant for quirky songs, songs across a wide 
range of music, much of which challenges even the most seasoned session musician with long story lines 
and complex musical compositions. 
 
She has produced and delivered her own shows under her show banner Quintessential Quirk, performing 
here in Australia as well as the UK.  Her latest show and supporting album, due for release shortly, Karen’s 
called “In These Shoes?” – it’s Karen’s personal tribute to the late great Kirsty MacColl; Kirsty’s greatly 
acclaimed duet with Shane MacGowan in Fairytale of New York by the Pogues remains enormously popular 
around the world, even over 15 years after her untimely death. 
 
Karen too has featured on TV/Radio with ABC, Win and a few community radio stations. 
 
In summary Karen has something for nearly everyone – she’ll make you laugh, cry, dance and even tap your 
toes. 
 
karenjwhite.com.au 
 
A little about Friday 22nd July Gourmet Dinner Show 
Nick’s Restaurant in Yungaburra is putting on a fabulous Gourmet Dinner as part of their 30 year 
celebrations, and the diners are to be entertained by Karen and Mikelangelo, both solo and together, in a 
night of cabaret-style Music and Mayhem – it will be a night of feasting for all your senses, that’s for sure! 



 
A little about Saturday 23 July Theatre Show 
 The pair will hit the stage at that most beloved little theatre, The Clink in Port Douglas.  This intimate 
theatre is a perfect opportunity to get up close and personal with these two eccentric and eclectic 
performers as they sing and play their way through your emotions, taking you on a journey – a strange 
journey ... a theatre-style of Music and Mayhem! 
 
Music & Mayhem show webpage 
http://karenjwhite.com.au/karen-j-white_events-music_mayhem.html 
 
Music & Mayhem more information 
Contact John White, Karen J White’s Honorary Marketing Consultant 
Email: john@axio.com.au – Tel: 07 4098 8129 or 0408 151 355 
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